EDITORS NOTE
civilisation that we must seek the advance
Owing to the misrepresentation of fascist
of mankind, not in the individual struggle of
policy in the media, most people regard
man with man and class with class which
fascism as the extreme Right, actually
liberalism and democracy have fostered.
Fascism has no place in the usual grouping
Gary Raikes
of parties from left to right. The fascist
stands completely outside of this grouping,
opposed in principle to everyone of the old
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Fascism is out to conquer liberalism because
it is the liberal doctrine of individual
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liberty, laissez-faire and industrial
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diametrically opposed to the
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liberal individualist, we do not believe in
individual liberty in public affairs, but in
State service as a basis for general wellbeing. What, after all, is this great
birthright of liberty which all liberals are so
proud? Of what use is liberty to the
unemployed who have equal freedom with
others to seek work that isn't there waiting
in the queue at the benefits office? What is
liberty but the privilege and prerogative of
the rich to pick and choose and oppress
their fellow men? Liberalism merely gives
opportunity for the most pernicious
dictatorship that can possibly exist, the
dictatorship of wealth and finance, the
dictatorship of individual caprice, the
triumph of might over right!
Liberalism is selfishness incarnate. It is the
creed of individual self- seeking, liberals
would have us believe that we are no better
than animals and must be for ever striving
and struggling one against the other
relentlessly and pitilessly. Is it surprising
that under such a dictatorship of individual
greed civilisation has declined and human
beings degenerated? Fascism teaches that
we are, after all, human beings and not
mere animals. It is by our mutual cooperation that the human race has
triumphed over nature, and it is in this cooperation for the purpose of
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from other Empires, was the fact that our
colony populations joined and supplied
our armies, which allowed us to increase
our Empire. Had we not been in two World
Wars in a short time period, I am sure we
would still be expanding our territories!
Back to the main point of this article, we
should strive to disassociate ourselves
with anti-Semitism, as it does nothing but
alienate us from politics. There is no
A proposal for the deissue however with be anti-Zionist, as when
stigmatisation of the word
Zionist views interfere with British
policy, every Brit is well within their rights
"Fascist".
to complain, but we must make the
effort to acknowledge that not all Jews are
There has always been a history of antiZionist. This is not just targeted at
Semitism in the British right wing, however Zionists, as this would also be the case if
I am proud to say that the British Union of say the French national policies were antiBritish, then it would be perfectly
Fascists, and the New British Union have
not engaged with this at all. Any sort of
reasonable to be anti-France. A more
relevant
negative attitude towards a certain people
or race is not compatible with Fascism,
example is the SNP trying to carve up the
UK for their own selfish reasons, and as
which primarily aims to dissolve the class
system, and also strives for equality. What is a result the majority of Unionists disliked
the SNP, but didn't hate the Scottish, as a
the point of abolishing classes, if you
then create a new class by labelling people
lot of Scottish were pro-Union as well.
I hope you take on board what I have
as "subhuman", or "vermin"? This is by
no means an invitation to Britain, or an
proposed, for several reasons. Firstly it
makes us more appealing to the general
open border policy, as the New British
Union has a very firm but fair system for
public. As Labour showed in the run up to
the last Election, a negative campaign
immigrants, that can be found elsewhere
Mon our site (www.newbritishunion.co.uk). doesn't work. Secondly, being labelled as
"anti-Semitic" ruins all credibility in
Instead this is a proposal for the destigmatisation of the word "Fascist".
debates, as we all know whoever shouts the
loudest wins, and it's best not to give the
Evidence to show that the degradation of
anyone ammunition to spew at us.
races is not the way forward is the British Thirdly, when the majority of people think
Empire. The British Empire is the greatest
of the word "fascist", they see the
holocaust,
and anti-Semitism, if we try to
example of races working together, the
people in our territories acknowledged that
remove the stigma behind the word
fascist, and show we are nothing to do with
they were a colony, and accepted our
rule, and as we treated them better than
Nazism, as well as portraying ourselves
as reasonable, then we can grow and spread
their previous leaders (for example
installing railways and phone lines in India
fascism throughout the UK!
that are still used today), these foreign
people were willing to have us lead them.
Hail Britannia
Jack Jones
What also set the British Empire aside

Bill Baily Interview with
Piers Mellor for the
Archeofuturist Front
Q1. Greetings Bill! How would you like to Q3. How did popular attitudes in the 1950s
introduce yourself to our readers?
and 60s differ from today - were the masses
more receptive to "radical-right" ideas
A1. I was born in 1945, the last year of the
War. I have lived through the demise of the before the advent of political correctness,
or did hostility to anything redolent of
British Empire, the coloured invasion, and
"fascism" after WW11 overide this?
the transformation of Britain from an
imperial power to a European country.
A3. The 50s were a time of austerity and
These changes have been traumatic and it's hardship in which radical parties of left and
not surprising that some people take refuge right attracted an audience. By the mid-60s
in the past.
conditions started to improve and people
were more interested in buying cars and
I issue two blogs,
taking holidays than storming the
European Outlook
barricades. Antifascist propaganda and
- https://europeanoutlook.blogspot.com political correctness played their part but I
Nation Revisited
believe that radical movements can only
- https://nationrevisited.blogspot.com
succeed in times of desperation.
Q4. What do you think of the state of
We have left the EU but any changes will be
superficial. Most countries do the majority "radical" and "dissident" politics in Britain
today? Are there any organizations you
of their external trade with their near
neighbours and we are no exception. There consider close to your own views, or that
you see as worth supporting tactically?
has been much talk about trade deals with
China and India but Belgium and Ireland are A4. The National Front and the BNP clung to
more important to us as trade partners.
pre-war policies like Imperial Preference,
However, European unity is more than
but WW11 changed the world completely.
trade. We are Europeans by race, culture, They also promoted a crude form of racism
history and geography. We should stick
that offended the general public. Most
together and never repeat the madness of people were against coloured immigration
two world wars.
but they didn't like overt discrimination.
Q2. You have been involved in politics of a The existing far-right movements are far too
nationalistic. I recognise their patriotism
"radical right-wing" nature since before
most of our members and supporters were but I cannot support any of them. But then I
am not familiar with the Archeofuturist
born. What advice would you give to young
Front.
readers at an equivalent juncture to you at
the time of your involvement with Union
Movement (UM) and League of Empire
Loyalists (LEL)?

Q5. You are a critic of the Brexit process.
Archeofuturist Front opposes pettynationalism but also opposes the present EU
A2. When I first got involved with politics a setup, which we see as an instrument of
small party could either engage in stunts globalization. Do you think that the concept
like the League of Empire Loyalists or hold of a pan-European autarkic power bloc as
promoted after WW11 by such figures as
marches and meetings like Union
Mosley, Francis Parker Yockey, and Jean
Movement. Today we have the Internet
Thiriart
is still achievable If so, how do you
which gives us much greater scope.
see it being realized in the present climate?

I don't think that the Afghanistan situation
will
lead to war between the great powers.
A5. The great thinkers of European Unity
But whatever happens Britain should mind
could not have predicted the speed of
her own business.
globalism under the Pax Americana. But far
from being an instrument of globalism the
EU is a force for geopolitical unity. Our spat Q8. Finally, are there any other thoughts
you would like to share with our readers?
with the EU is a temporary setback but
European Unity is inevitable. In the words of
A8. Beware of Dogma. When things change
Oswald Mosley: "Tribes struggled up to
our
opinions must change too. I started out
nations, and nations became mighty
as an Empire Loyalist but after spending five
empires."
years in South Africa, Australia and New
Q6. For the past 18 months, Britain and
Zealand I realised that the old white
Europe, and most of the rest of the world
dominions have developed their own
has effectively been under medical martial nationalism and that our future lies with
law. What are your thoughts on Covid-19
Europe. Unfortunately, half of the British
and the international response to it - a
electorate have yet to learn this lesson.
genuine global health emergency, or a
grossly disproportionate reaction to a not
Coloured immigration has changed our
especially lethal flu-type virus? Or
national demographic but we are still 90%
something more sinister, like the "Great
white; still the same people who did such
Reset" theories were hearing from various
great things in the past. Be proud to be
quarters?
British and European and never let the
inverted racists distort history.
A6. The Covid pandemic is a real medical
emergency requiring international action.
PIERS MELLOR
Most conspiracy theories are false; the
obvious answer is usually the right one.
Q7. What do you think about the recent
withdrawal of American forces from
Afghanistan - does it herald a genuinely less
interventionist role for USA on the world
stage in years to come, or simply a
recalibration? Do you think tensions
between USA, China and Russia could boil
over into a shooting war? And where does
Britain stand in all this?
A7. The Afghans have resisted every
invasion from the time of Alexander the
Great. They defeated the British, the
Soviets, and now the Americans. They
practice a distorted version of Islam which
bans music, confines women to bondage,
and glorifies death and destruction. Perhaps
the Chinese will have more luck with them.

representative State that ensures an
existence for them and their posterity. No
placement of the private interest above
that of the common good will stand
unopposed as the barriers impeding the
nation’s will are overcome. Sovereignty will
https://patriotfront.us/
be pursued with the securing of the
American homeland against the invasion of
L I F E
foreign nations and interests. The VICTORY
of the American Spirit, upheld by a
Recognition: Americans will fully recognize
sovereign
and legitimate State, will be
themselves as a people, not merely citizens
complete.
or residents of a country, but a people
bearing a unique national interest rooted in
our heritage on this continent. Our people,
born to this nation of our European race, BEING PROUD TO BE WHITE!
must reforge themselves as a new collective
Its not a crime
capable of asserting our right to cultural
independence. The LIFE of this nation,
unique among all others, will be defended.
I have been wondering why whites are
racists and no other race is? There are
British Africans, British Chinese, British
L I B E R T Y
Asian, British Turks, etc. Then there are
just
British. You know what I mean, plain
Revolution: The revival of the American
revolutionary spirit will guide the people ole English people that were born here. You
can include the Welsh, the Scottish and the
towards their inalienable right to self
people that live off our shores of Great
determination on the course to fulfill their
Britain on tiny islands. Yes, we are
destiny. America will be unschackled from
tyrannical rule. The corrupt and ineffective all true Brits. The others that live here call
me;White boy, Cracker, Honkey, Whitey,
State which subverts the national interest
to favor a global plutocracy is no longer Caveman, White trash and thats OK. But if I
call you, Nigger, Spade, Towel head, Paki,
legitimate to govern, and must face
Camel Jockey, Beaner, Gook or Chink, you
alteration or abolition. An unwavering
call me a racist.
resistance will meet all enemies of the
people and the nation, both foreign and You say that whites commit a lot of violence
against you. So why are the ghettos the
domestic. The LIBERTY of our people,
most dangerous places to live?
paramount to our cause, will be secured.
You have the Muslim Council of Great
Britain.
You have Black History Month. You
V I C T O R Y
Representation: The faithful of the nation have swimming pools for Asian women. You
will foster a social, moral, and civilizational have Islamic banks for Muslims only. You
have year of the dragon day for Chinese
health, which will allow the people to
people.
If we had a White Pride Day, you
prosper alongside the guidance of a
would call us racists. If we had White

ENGLAND

History Month, we'[d be racists. If we had
any organisation for only whites to
The meaning of the word England is land of
advance OUR lives, we'd be racists.
the Angels. Immigrants have always
A white woman could not be in the Miss
invaded England and eventually some settle
Black Britain or Miss Asia, but any colour can
here. They bring their own way of life with
be in the Miss UK. If we had a college fund
them and as long as they do not attempt to
that only gave white students scholarships,
subvert English Common Law then, all is
you know we'd be called racists. There are
well and their children that are borne here
over 200 openly proclaimed Muslim only
are English. However, when immigrants
schools in England yet, if there were White
attempt to subvert our English Common Law
schools only, that would be racist!
with their Laws like the Romans did
In the Bradford and Toxteth riots, you
eventually they are caught then, we
believed you were standing-up for your race
discover they are acting for reasons ALIEN
and rights. If we stood-up for our race and
to the administration of justice in England.
rights, you would call us racists.
These people are known as ALIENS. Britain
You are proud to be black, brown, yellow
is a Roman word for England and British is
and orange and youre not afraid
what the Roman invaders are because they
to announce it. But when we announce our
have not adopted our way of life nor our
white pride, you call us racists.
English Common Law. They have attempted
to subvert our Laws with their inferior
We fly our flag, we are racists. If we
Roman statute law. English Law is the
celebrate St Georges day we are
Common Law and Roman Law is statute
racists. Yet if you fly your flag and its called
Law. DRUIDS have always known that
diversity. You celebrate your
people who attempt to deviate from English
cultures and it&s called multiculturalism.
Law are deviants that can not produce
You rob us, carjack us and rape our
authority for their behaviour and what they
daughters but, when a white police officer
claim is authority is in reality brainwashing
arrests a black gang member or beats up an
BS easily exposed by the English sanctity of
Asian drug dealer running from the law and
contract that is also international Law. Only
posing a threat to society, you call him a
express words of implicit meaning can take
racist.
away our English right to do as we please.
I am proud, but you call me a racist. Why is
Doing as we please includes being able to
it that only whites can be racists?
charge a fee for compliance with their
We have LOST most of OUR RIGHTS in this
purported rules, regulations, subordinate
country. We wont stand up for ourselves!
legislation and other BS. Even words in an
BEING PROUD TO BE WHITE! Its not a crime,
Act of Parliament that give them permission
YET, but its getting very
to do something do not take away your
close!
English Common Law right to charge as
much as you please for compliance. So if
David Clark
those who rely on authority are not being
ORDERED to do what they want to do but
are only being given PERMISSION by way of
the word MAY to do whatever they want to
do and they are trying to force your
compliance then, they are acting for
reasons that are ALIEN to the administration

of justice. That means they are ALIENS.
Hunting is an ENGLISH birth right but we are
not supposed to be hunting innocent
BOOK REVIEW
creatures like foxes. Hunting foxes is evil
deviant behaviour ALIEN to the
administration of justice because it
misleads many people . DRUIDS hunt ALIEN
DEVIANTS by using deception detection
techniques to expose them. ALIENS are
scared of lie and deception technology
because they are also terrorists disguised as
members of the establishment. They are the
ones who try to control you and your
children contrary to English Common Law
for reasons ALIEN to the administration of
justice because they want to steal your
English Common Law right to do as you
please so that they can CONTINUE to
unlawfully exploit you with hypnotic mass
formation BS in the form of purported
authority which is impossible to exist in a
democracy wherein your English Common
Law right to do as you please is and always
has been protected by the sanctity of
contract. Bury them under their own Roman
hierarchical criminal ruling class terrorist
secret society BS. Do not let them
brainwash children from 7 years old with
hypnotic government narrative mass
£14.00
formation BS disguised as "Career guidance."
Oswald Mosley was possibly the most
Take control by exposing them and protect controversial politician of the twentieth
our children and each other from their
century. Many believe he was the greatest
DEVIANT ALIEN BS because if you surrender
thinker of his age, he was certainly the
to them, these devils will mercilessly
finest orator of his generation.
exploit you as willing fearful slaves. The
DEVIANT ALIEN DEVILS are getting scared After service in the Royal Flying Corps in the
because they have no where to hide nor run First World War, he entered parliament
determined to ensure good jobs and decent
to because we are converging on them
homes for all. He became a Minister in the
assisted by multidimensional beings and
Labour Government with a special
extra-terrestrials we have their scent, the
chase in on and they are barking mad both responsibility for ending unemployment.
When that Government refused to act he
legally and psychologically insane dogs
resigned forming first the New Party and
barking dogma for believing in things that
later the British Union of Fascists. In the
do not exist (authority) and not knowing
latter he devised policies to create full
what they are doing is wrong according to
employment through a British Corporate
English Common Law. ALIEN DEVILS are
State and more effective government
terrified of the truth and yet we love it.
through an Occupational Franchise.
Martin Mitchell

BILL BAILEY WRITES
When Gary Raikes, the former leader of the
BNP in Scotland, founded the New British
Union, in 2013, I thought that it was a
Mosley was almost alone in opposing the
mistake to copy a pre-war movement
Second World War with his policy of ‘Peace
complete with uniforms, flags and banners.
with Honour, Empire Intact and British
People Safe.’ For speaking against that War, I still think that uniforms are a mistake, but
which was to cost 60-million lives, Mosley I now echo the words of Mao Tse-Tung: "Let
and over 1000 of his most active followers a hundred flowers bloom," let's advance the
cause in any way we can.
were imprisoned without charge or trial in
Colin Jordan and John Tyndall tried the
1940.
uniform approach with their National
After the War Mosley formed the Union
Socialist Movement in 1962. And, at the
Movement with a new policy of ‘Britain First same time, Kieth Goodall led a nostalgic
in Europe a Nation’. His concept of a United breakaway from Union Movement called the
Europe was light years ahead of
National Union of Fascists. Both movements
contemporary thinking on European unity were short lived, and I thought that the NBU
and his version is still considered by many would go the same way, but they are still
to be far superior to the European Union of
campaigning nearly ten years later.
today.
I agree with their policy on immigration:
In the last decade of his life, Mosley
produced the series of Broadsheets
contained in this book. In these remarkable
texts he combined intellect with experience
as he turned his attention to the problems
of recession, irresponsible banking, mass
immigration, exploitation of Third World
peoples as cheap labour, the global rise in
food and energy prices and unrelenting
armed conflict throughout the world.
If the problems sound familiar, Mosley’s
solutions contained in these Broadsheets
most certainly won’t.

"Immigration into Britain will be strictly
controlled and those immigrants who are
work-shy, involved in crime, anti-social
behavior and support for terrorism will be
deported in double quick time. We have no
wish to persecute those of whatever race
or religion who are law-abiding, hardworking and who contribute to Britain's
economy. Regaining control of our borders
will reduce racism and violence and so
restore "Britain for the British", "British
Jobs for British Workers", and "British
Houses for British People".

NBU publish an online magazine called 'The
140mm x 216 mm – Gloss Laminated – 164 Blackshirt' which has lifted several articles
from 'Nation Revisited' without attributing
Pages
them, and even worse, it has wrongly
attributed some of them to Sam Dickson,
https://www.oswaldmosley.com/shop/
the distinguished American lawyer. I am
relaxed about copyright, I don't mind
friendly websites and publications using my
articles, but I can't speak for Sam. I have
contacted Gary Raikes on this matter and he
has promised to give the correct attribution
in future.

MOSLEYS VIEW
More drivel is talked about the Jews and the short of the whole matter. There was no
anti-Semitism than most subjects; both
question of racial persecution on our part.
ways. The anti-Semitic view that all Jews That was entirely contrary to our principles,
are born wicked, or that all Jews should be which I put on public record at the time. We
the sacred objects of the system, seems to
British were running a great Empire
me equal nonsense. I am neither an anti- composed of many different races, and any
Semite, nor a sycophant of Semites. The suggestion of racial persecution would have
attitude of our movement has been both broken it up. For practical, as well as moral
consistent and intelligible throughout. We
reasons, it would have been the gravest
have never attacked any man on account of error for us to pursue a policy of any kind of
race or religion, and we never shall. But we
racial persecution. The Germans had
attack any man, whatever his race or
entirely different national problems, as well
religion, who acts against the interests of
as in some respects, a different national
Britain or Europe; particularly Britons who
character, which was derived from a
ought to know better than to serve alien
diversity of historic experience.
interests. It is a straightforward attitude,
which has been formed by clear principles. Our duty then, was to hold together and
develop a multi-racial Empire. Their task,
Why then have we been involved in clashes
was to bring together and unite, the
with Jewish interests, and why are so many German peoples of one race. Because we
Jews violently against us? The answers again wanted entirely different things, there was
are clear. Before the war I believed that no need whatever, for a clash between us.
certain great Jewish interests were trying to The man you were apt to quarrel with, is
involve us in war, not in a British, but in a the man who wants the same thing you do.
Jewish quarrel: I still believe it. The reasons The closely related peoples of Britain and
for our belief and for the Jewish action are Germany were by every design of nature
equally intelligible. It is true that a
complementary powers; a sea power
considerable number of Jews were having a concerned with a great Empire, and a land
bad time in Germany, and it can also be
power concerned with its own people in a
argued that if a similar number of
continental land mass.
Englishmen had been having an equally bad
time in Germany, there would have been a The crime of those who then ruled Europe
demand among many Englishmen for war on both sides was to permit the division of
against Germany. But it is beyond question Europe, which resulted in fratricidal war.
from the evidence of the period, that
The division of Europe was the supreme
powerful Jewish interests were trying to crime. It is true that the British Government
produce war between Britain and Germany. actually declared war in a quarrel which
They made it their business to start a war in was none of our business. But the errors of
the Jewish interest. I, and my friends, made the German Government certainly assisted
it our business to stop that war, in British that act, and the consequent catastrophe.
interest. That led to a head-on clash, and I The world combination of their enemies
still think that we were right in doing our
against them was facilitated by the
utmost to prevent that war.
precipitate arrogance of the “patience
exhausted” line, which provides a striking
The issues between us, and those Jews
and instructive contrast to the more adroit
before the war, were therefore quite simple and successful policies of characters so
and clear. They wanted to make a war, and different as, Bismarck and Khrushchev. But
we wanted to stop it. That is the long and the fatal line-up against Germany was above

all aided by their anti-Semitic policy, which application of existing law, which could stop
enabled their main enemies, in the
this corruption, if the government itself
international finance world, to build up a were not corrupt. If this is not enough, we
front against them. These errors brought to shall ask the people to give us the power to
nought, all of the great social achievements make new laws. We are going to smash this
of the National Socialist movement.
corruption. That will solve the problem.
We, always rejected the nonsensical
If the views of the anti-Semites were
doctrine that a whole people were born
correct, then all Jews would be caught by
wicked, and doomed to sin and damnation
these laws; so they have nothing to
from birth. This is the deep moral and
bellyache about. But, of course, their view
intellectual error of anti-Semitism, which is not true, because no people have what
has for a long period impeded the whole
the Victorians called “a double dose of
movement of European renaissance; despite original sin”. The only effect of this foolish
all its wide diversity of form, in different opinion is to let the big rogues go scot-free.
countries. Neither before, during, nor after
While anti-Semites are busy pursuing the
the war, did we have anything to do with
the doctrine of anti-Semitism. Our policy little Jews, the big villains of all races who
now remains the same. When after the war, run international finance are sitting back
at the time of Suez, some Jewish interests and laughing at them in the City, or Wall
Street, or in kindred haunts of the usury
were trying to drag us to war, not in a
species. How many of them were ever
British, but Jewish quarrel, we again
caught
by the Nazis ? On the contrary, the
attacked them. We have neither fear nor
favour; we attack men not for what they error of some Nazis played right into their
hands, and gave them the weapons to
are, but for what they do. When you see in
some periods little or nothing about Jews, defeat the European renaissance in every
in our speeches or publications, it does not country. Now comes again, in a newer and
higher form, the renaissance of the
mean that we have changed our principles,
European
man; this time not to lose, but to
but that at this time we see nothing to
win.
quarrel about. We only attack a Jew, a
Gentile, an Englishman or an Eskimo, when
he is doing something against the interests
of Britain.
But, reply those possessed by a fuddled
anti-Semitism, many Jews are doing
something wrong all of the time. Quite
right, we reply, and so are a number of
Englishmen and members of other peoples
of this island. The point is, that we are
going to bring all of these damned rackets
to an end, whoever does them. Those who
run the rackets will find themselves either
in jail, or out of the country, whoever they
are. We shall do this by the fearless

THEY WILL NEVER LET US
WIN
Just in case you were foolish enough to
think that the crooked Clinton financed
Russia Conspiracy hoax and the blackout on
the Hunter Biden laptop were gambits, the
System and its ‘tools’ like the FBI and other
Deep State actors were only willing to play
across the Atlantic, it is time to think
againTerrified at the prospect of their phony
Macron mannequin losing to a resurgent Le
Pen, French prosecutors have announced
they are examining a report by the EU's
anti-fraud agency accusing the supposedly
far-right presidential candidate and some of
her colleagues of misappropriating
thousands of euros' worth of EU funds.

which hints at the Rothschild agent Macron,
receiving, just like Biden in the USA, the
clandestine support of administrative
bureaucracies, the legal apparatus and of
course the media, in a last minute attempt
to weaken Le Pen prior to the people going
to the polls. So much for a free media,
election integrity and an independent
judiciary.

TIME FOR A COFFEE?

Which is rather timely given the impending
run-off and the potential impact of such a
smear days before waverers cast their vote
the Paris prosecutor's office announcing
triumphantly and to much media fanfare
that it was studying a report it received
from the EU anti-fraud agency OLAF on 11
March. A report that claims that Ms Le Pen
had misappropriated €140,000 of public
money with members of her National Rally
party, diverting €617,000 in total.
It is of course more than likely that the
whole thing is a fabrication but in a close
run thing every single vote counts and some
muck sticks when it is thrown so hard hard
and so fast. Commenting on the reports,
National Rally president Jordan Bardella
responded by telling Europe 1 radio: "The Put your feet up and treat yourself to a gift
French will not be fooled by attempts of the from the NBU store and help support our
European Union and the European
struggle to bring the truth of British Fascism
institutions (...) to interfere in the
to the people.
presidential campaign and harm Marine Le
Pen."
https://newbritishunion.co.uk/Welcome/ne
Ms Le Pen's lawyer Rodolphe Bosselut
ws.html
dismissing the accusation on BFM TV, by
adding that his client denied all the charges
and had not even seen or been questioned
by anyone about the OLAF report. All of

Fancy a pie and a pint
chatting with fellow
Blackshirts in the occupied
zone then contact acting NBU
Officer London Robert
Webster and help get a
meeting organised.
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0208 529 1879

